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Issue #1

Change can start from inside the system…
…or change can come from pushing on the
outside of the system.

BlackLight
thisisblacklight.com

Either way:

change

must

come

now.
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As we look back at change makers in

People are the government

the past…
Is there a tendency to downplay the

So, it’s 2020 and you’re on the couch

protest, smooth over the shaking of

complaining about the sadness of the world.

power systems?

What are your options, really? There’s lots of
talk about voting and government - casting
that vote to get yourself heard… but where
does protest and dismantling the system
(rather than operating within it) come into
play? If it’s business as usual, how do you
change where we are?

Do we ignore the bigger picture of the
interplay between these two arms,
changing government and dismantling
power?

How are we called to action in 2020?
History matters, not only for reflection,
but to move us to action.
Last year on BlackLight, we read W.E.B. Dubois’ “Black
Reconstruction in America”, which discusses
(amongst other things) how complacency and systems
of power moved to erase the gains of freedom.
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What do we learn from W. E. B. Du Bois?
What will future generations say of us
and our deeds?
What can we do, however small,
however radical, to change the
rules of the game?
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Who Can’t Vote?

Read about historical voting rights
Use your phone to access QR Code, or go to
http://bit.ly/40AcresBallot

Every time Black America has made a stride
toward full voting rights, White America
changes the rules of the game underneath
our feet.

the struggle for voting rights is
an enduring Struggle.
Disenfranchisement efforts are as active
today as they ever were, but they’ve
exchanged the baton and water hose for
the jail cell and the ID card.
watch “The 13th” by Ava Duvarney
and learn about carceral disenfranchisement.
Carceral disenfranchisement affects you—
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what will you do about it?

AT THE END OF THE CIVIL WAR, THEY PROMISED
US 40 ACRES, A MULE, … AND A BALLOT.

WE’RE STILL WAITING ON ALL THREE.
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Who Can’t Vote?

But voter fraud is the reason regularly used to
justify the voter ID requirements which

Say it loud for the folks in the back:

widespread voter fraud is not a thing.

Immigrants, people of color, non-citizens,
and poor people are not flooding the polls
with fake ballots for the democrats.
No one is voting from the dead.

disproportionately affect people of color and
poor people.
Some might say, “What’s the big deal about
having to show ID? Doesn’t everyone have it?”
No. They don’t.
State governments have also restricted what
counts as acceptable ID – or even acceptable ID
to acquire another form of ID, such as a photo

Dogs are not voting.

voter ID.

There have been only a handful of cases
where criminality actually occurred.
Most cases of “voter fraud” are clerical
errors or other benign sources.
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Read about how id requirements
disenfranchise people of color
Use your phone to access QR Code, or go to
http://bit.ly/novoterfraud
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QUESTIONS:
Where are you going to vote?
What are voter laws in your state? How are you
helping people who can’t/won’t/don’t vote?
Can you use ISideWith.com, which takes your answers
to policy questions and shows how your views
align with those of candidates, or find upcoming
election info on US Vote and Ballotpedia?
What local government events can you go to
to learn about how things work? Can you raise
the voices of people in your communities?
How are you seeing and countering voter
suppression in your community? Can you take a look
at the rules and regulations and challenge them?
And then,

vote.

Get people to the polls.
Use the qr code or go to
http://bit.ly/donatevote
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For more resources!

National Conference of State Legislatures

your voice up in meetings, speak up and amplify
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We don’t vote for our heroes.
We vote for people who will
get us closer to justice and equality.
And that can be frustrating.

You might be feeling…
How do we work in institutions

Protest
is complementary to

voting.
Electoral politics provide
the conditions for organizing;
we have to seize that opportunity.

that won’t have us?
how do we maneuver in a political system that
would rather use us than do the right thing?

sometimes, people see protest as
an inconvenience.

how do we effect change in a world
that would rather we go quietly to
our lonely sunken places..?

Questions:
What does it mean to seize that power
in your community?
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Can you write down a few ways to do so?

What if they waited a second and said
“Ok, I’m supposed to get my errands
done, but maybe people putting their
lives on the line to block a highway
have something to say that is just as
important, or more important”?
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Excerpts From

To understand Martin Luther
King Jr., don't rely on the
highlights reel, experts say

“Martin Luther King Jr., the only African
American for whom a federal holiday has ever
been established, is so widely revered that 90
percent of Americans regarded him favorably,
according to a 2019 poll.”

by Janell Ross, NBC News
“King abhorred the idea that time itself would
produce racial equality. He believed urgent
action and disruption were required.”
“Today, King is so deeply misunderstood that his
description of a utopian colorblind future has been
twisted to undermine the need for a Voting Rights
Act and other policies and programs that integrate
schools, said Tommie Shelby, a professor of
philosophy at Harvard and chair of the department
of Africana and African American studies.”

Read more!
Use your phone to access QR Code, or go to
http://bit.ly/radicalMLK
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MLK was seen as dangerous.
That’s one of the reasons what he did worked.
.
We have to continue to imperil power structures
for them to even begin to consider relenting.
Innovation in protest and resistance are critical.

Power structures adapt
to known playbooks.

Saul Alinsky claims that MLK’s and Gandhi’s non-violence
strategy was more of a strategy than a morality… Or at least
their alignment was critical for success.

Currently, MLK and his legacy are
being co-opted— he’s being made to
appear docile and unthreatening, to
look like he would sacrifice freedom
for life or for a social order.
There have even been calls for us to take a break
from annually lionizing MLK to make room for

Read more!

an opportunity to newly invigorate the

access QR Code, or go to

struggle, to recharge our sense of urgency with

http://bit.ly/readyforprotest

a sense of potential, with a willingness to
imperil a system that has imperiled its people.

What sacrifices can you make
to move forward?
Where are you comfortable?
What risks can you take?
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BlackLight is a reflection on the Black Experience, created for
Black History Month.

BlackLight provides resources to help you become more familiar
with the Black Experience in the United States. These activities
cover a wide range — conversations amongst friends, watching
videos, listening to radio and podcasts, listening to key
voices on social media. In just an hour each day, or a day each
week, you can engage in these activities to help you think
about and reflect on your role and understanding of the Black
Experience in America.

BlackLight is co-curated by Brian Nord, Lauren Biron, Renée
Hložek, & Lucianne Walkowicz, but it would not be possible
without the hard work of many others– in particular, Black

Get off the couch.

Get dangerous.

Comfort
ends
now.

scholars who work extensively on these topics both in the
academy, and their lived experience.

Please check out our website for a complete list of references,
as well as extended content to further your learning.
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